
Big wheels keep on turning 
Bernard Simon 
 
Some carmakers have detected a ray of light amid the gloom of a further tumble in US vehicle 
sales last month. 
 
Demand for big sport-utility vehicles and pick-up tracks, their most profitable vehicles, showed 
signs of revival. Could this mean that Americans are regaining their appetite for gas guzzlers? 
 
General Motors leads the cheering brigade. "With the recent moderation in fuel prices, we're 
seeing some relaxation of pent-up demand in pick-ups and utilities," says Mark LaNeve, GM's 
North American sales chief. "We believe that... as a per cent of the industry, we saw the 
bottom four or five months ago, and that the business is stabilised." 
 
But others are not so sure. "I'm keeping my champagne in the cooler for now," says George 
Magliano, director of automotive industry research at Global Insight. "The worst is not over 
yet, and it's certainly not over for the traditional big trucks." 
 
Big pick-ups bounced back to about 14 per cent of total industry sales last month from a low of 
8.6 per cent in May. GM's Chevrolet Silverado, Avalanche and GMC Sierra models had their 
best month in a year. 
 
Demand for the big Yukon, Suburban and Tahoe SUVs was a third higher than in July. 
 
Among other carmakers, Toyota has almost run down inventories of its Tundra pick-up, while 
sales of Nissan's Titan have more than doubled since May. 
 
The optimists base their case on the recent slide in petrol prices and data suggesting a 
levelling out of the decline in consumer confidence. The average retail petrol price stood at 
$3.68 a gallon yesterday, down from the mid-JUly record of $4.11, according to the AAA 
motoring organisation. 
 
But sceptics note that the bounce in gas-guzzler sales began before fuel prices peaked, and 
that the housing market - a key determinant of truck sales to builders, who are among the 
biggest customers - shows virtually no sign of recovery. 
 
Most telling, the snapback has coincided with a wave ofdiscounts and other sales incentives 
aimed at helping dealers move metal. 
 
GM began offering six-year interest-free loans in June, followed last month by an "employee 
discount for everyone" scheme. 
 
Employee discounts typically cut sticker prices by 10-12 per cent. Nissan has piled incentives 
on the Titan valued at close to $10,000 a vehicle. 
 
Edmunds.com, an online pricing service, estimates that carmakers last month gave away an 
average of 17.2 per cent of the sticker price on big pick-ups and 16.2 per cent on full-sized 
SUVs. 
 
According to George Pipas, Ford Motor's sales analyst, "in the short term, the direction of the 
segment is related to incentives". 
 
Sales of Ford's big vehicles remain in the doldrums. The Ford Explorer, for years America's 
top-selling SUV, was outsold almost two to one last month by Toyota's Yaris, one of the 
smallest cars on the market. 
 
The true test will come later in the year as incentives expire. GM's last employee-pricing 
promotion in mid-2005 was followed by months of painful "payback". 
 



Mr LaNeve is confident that things will be different this time. "The market has been operating 
at such a depressed level that I think with any improvement, we don't have any payback at 
all," he says. 
 
At worst, he sees a sacrifice of 5,000 vehicles a month, equal to less than a 10th of last 
month's Silverado sales. 
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